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Motivation



A major part of the F-theory landscape.

Non-Higgsable seven-branes (NH7) are extremely common.
General arguments and large datasets as evidence.

» 6d: , NH7 on -curve for . [Morrison, Vafa]

» 6d: 65,000 toric . All but 16 have NH7. 16 are weak Fano. 
[Morrison, Taylor] 

» 4d: -bundles over toric surf., 98.3% of 100,000 B w/ NH7. 
[J.H., Taylor].

» 4d: Toric Monte Carlo. All have NH7 after "thermalization."
[Taylor, Wang].



They're interesting.

Gauge theoretic aspects:

» 6d: Possibilities classified and understood. [Morrison, Taylor]
NH b/c either pure SYM or -hyper in pseudoreal-rep.
e.g.  of ,  of .

» 4d: Much less understood from GT perspective.

Strongly coupled aspects:

» All but one type of NH7 strongly coupled in .

» Corollary: will study general  region away from brane.



Outline
Goal: learn as much as we can about NH7.
Here: study fibers that may give NH7 and associated physics.

» Geometrically non-Higgsable Seven-branes

» Axiodilaton Profiles and Strong Coupling

» Non-Perturbative SU(3) and SU(2) Theories

» D3-branes and Dyons as Junctions



Geometrically NH7

» . NH7 Along 
 if  forced to vanish.

» Fibers may only be 
.

We will study these.

» Single factors: 
.

Intersect. factors limited.

» No ,  or .



Axiodilaton Profiles



The Axiodilaton and the J-invariant

»  is important, encoding  and seven-brane monodromy.

»  is an  invariant function,
holomorphic away from , where it has a simple pole.

»  near D7-brane,  fiber. More generally? Fact: 

, , gives , .

» In a Weierstrass model it is easy to compute .

 with . Central to Sen's limit.

» Can we invert  to get ?



Can we invert  to get ?

» Jacobi's method: solve for , get six values of .

» Recall the -expansion 

» We want to see seven-brane monodromy on .
It's always order . Jacobi's method seems like overkill.
Ramanujan has other  that give simpler inversions.



I remember once going to see him 
when he was ill at Putney. I had 

ridden in taxi cab number 1729 and 
remarked that the number seemed to 
me rather a dull one, and that I hoped 

it was not an unfavorable omen.



'No', he replied, 'it is a very interesting 
number.' It is the smallest number 
expressible as the sum of two cubes

in two different ways.' 
 - G.H. Hardy



The Birth of the Taxicab Numbers

The  taxicab number is the smallest number that can be 
expressed as a sum of two positive cubes in  distinct ways.

The first 6 are known, and the first three are:

I know of no applications of these in F-theory.



Ramanujan wrote many of his results in a series of four 
notebooks, often without proofs.

Number theorists have been proving them for many years,
even into the present day.

Investigation into the results we'll use began in 1988 with 
Venkatachaliengar, with subsequent work by Cooper, Berndt, 
Chen, Schultz, and others.

They are useful in F-theory
A hammer in search of nails.



Ramanujan's Alternative Bases (1914) and F-theory

» Ramanujan showed different  and  are useful.
. Using Cooper's notation.

» F-theory: pick , solve , compute . 

» Note: now solve quadratic, cubic, quartic, not sextic.

» One computation: go near 7-brane, see  and monodromy.



Framing the problem

» Near fibers that can be NH, write 
, , .

» Degeneracy in local  structure. 
[Kodaira]

» Monodromy order: 2 for 
3 for .

» Expect, e.g., two  values should 
suffice for .



Example:  and  Fibers

» Solve quadratic  for this .

» Explicit  near type ,  seven-branes, where ,
Loop around brane maps , .

» Monodromy completely explicit with these techniques.



Example:  Fibers

» Solve  for 's.

» Recall , , one root goes to infinity.

»  near each seven-brane, order  monodromy explicit,
even in expression for .



F-theory is always strongly coupled

» Every Weierstrass model has two special loci:  and .

» Consider , has . Use quadratic theory to solve.

» Notice: , not , no monodromy in g-loop, as expected.

» No brane, but  (exact -expr). 

» Similar: use cubic theory for  locus, strongly coupled.



But what about Sen's limit?

» See: g comp  is  region between 2 branes that 
collapse to O7. Only full collapse if ,  region 
otherwise. Solve for  explicitly, nice power series in .

» Other  component? Will do for paper.

» General:  and  strongly coupled unless strict .



Non-perturbative 
SU(3) and SU(2)



String Junctions

» At varying / strong coupling IIb exhibits string junctions.
[Schwarz] [Gaberdiel, Zwiebach] [Dewolfe, Zwiebach]

» Rigorously: these are relative homology cycles. 
Intimately connected to deformations and Higgsing.
[Grassi, J.H., Shaneson]

» Small deformation (locally or globally), see W-bosons.

» Also: see D3-7 states, codimension 2 matter, etc.



Deformations, Junctions, and Type 

» Explicit deformation of type III gives above picture of 's.

» Gen. junction: boundary in ,  the central point.

» Here: boundary trivial, two-cycle in . Give .

» Holds for generic member of family of elliptic surfaces along
deformed seven-brane. Any Kodaira fiber. All roots explicit.



The proof is also in the pudding.

» e.g. All  root junctions, in  sets of simple roots.
Monodromy reduction to , also. [Grassi, J.H., Shaneson]



Deformation Induced Hanany-Witten

» Two param: take  for  to  and  for breaking.

» Puzzle: Take just , get Mercedes picture.  junctions.
Then , must become fundamental string.

» : seven-branes  charges are .

»  large: seven-branes  charges are . "AAC".



D3-branes



F-theory with D3 near 7-branes

N=2 theory on D3 locally near 7-b. [Banks, Douglas, Seiberg]

Review:

»  Seiberg-Witten near , i.e. 3,2, 1 D7's.

» Near , realize Minahan-Nemeschansky.
 See e.g. [Heckman, Vafa et al].

» D3-7 collisions gives additional massless states.

» BPS states from D3-7 string junctions.
 [Mikhailov, Nekrasov, Sethi] [Dewolfe, Zwiebach et al]



BPS Condition for Junctions

[Dewolfe, Hauer, Iqbal, Zwiebach]

» They did  SW theory.

» Found all junctions in (deformations of) those theories
that satisfy this constraint. Matched known BPS spectra.

» II, III, IV are  at Argyres-Douglas points.
Movie: saw dyonic brane come in for ! BPS string junctions?



Argyres-Douglas BPS States as Junctions

» D3-brane near type  fiber. Def. of [Grassi, J.H., Shaneson]. 
. Do junctions realize the dyons?

» Above: solutions. EM charge, non-trivial flavor reps. Match 
BPS spectra in max chamber. e.g. [Maruyoshi, Park, Yan].



Argyres-Douglas BPS States as Junctions

» II: Explicitly compute vanishing cycles .

» III: AAC of Zwiebach-Dewolfe. Also works for our .

» Above: solutions to . EM charge, flavor reps. Match BPS 
spectra. e.g. [Maruyoshi, Park, Yan].



In conclusion:

» NH7 are ubiquitous in F-theory. Interesting fibers.

» Studied their 's using Ramanujan's alternative bases.
Explicit solutions in . Monodromy automatic.

» Corollary: see  regions near  and .
F-theory always strongly coupled unless . 

»  relationship via def. induced Hanany-Witten.
String junctions become fundamental strings in  limit.

» BPS states with dyon charges as junctions in A-D on D3.



Many thanks to the organizers for a 
wonderful conference, and happy 

birthday to F-theory!



Local 's

» Left: III and III*.

» Right: II and IV*.



Jacobi's inversion

» Take  on the interval define .

» Invert to get  and  in terms of .



Inversion for Ramanujan, from Cooper


